Farmers market stand operator:

Prairie wolf dog treats

About Prairie Wolf

Prairie Wolf is a brand that brings raw organ treats to consumers, sourced directly from local farms. The focus of the brand is currently on organ meat, since that is known to be a deep source of beneficial nutrition.

Responsibilities

The farmers market stand operator will be responsible for:

- Setting up the tent, tables, display items, product
- Downloading the Square app onto their personal iPhone and connecting it to the square reader provided
- Learning the organization of the bagged products, as a lot of product will need to be bagged right there on site
- Learning the inventory on the Square app to punctually handle customers as they pick out their product.

Applicant profile

A qualified applicant will:

- Must be able to lift heavy items, the tent and weights are usually the heavy parts. The tent is necessary for creating the stand, the weights hold the tent in place during chaotic weather
- Having a car is much preferred
  - greet customers well and proactively handle each request they have regardless of whether you know the answer.
  - learn instructions on how to fill bags and put them out for display throughout the morning.
  - cut up product, which includes: holding dehydrated jerky and other materials that are related to animal parts, some may be smelly! Gloves available

Work environment

Green City Market, Lincoln Park

Address: 1817 N Clark St, Chicago, IL 60614
Phone: (773) 217-0776

Outdoor work day, rain or shine. Majority of the job will be standing since it is easier to bag product and cut up product when standing. As well as handle customer relations as they come up to the stand.

Schedule
1-2 Saturdays per month beginning in May. 5am till 2pm roughly

Compensation
Starting wage is $16 per hour, with possibility to increase after 3 work days.
Tips also provided based on sales

To apply
If Interested, please email Jackie at hello.prairiewolf@gmail.com